
Innovation in forestry 

 
Why are satellites growing in importance in the forestry
sector? 
 
Although satellites have been available for communications and earth
observation for several years for tasks such as measuring deforestation
in the  Amazon,  the data has been less suitable for detailed
measurements of forestry and agriculture. However, by combining both
satellite technology and artificial intelligence, earth observation data
can now be used across wide areas spanning millions of acres of land 
 to support the capture of forest inventory, appraisals, planning and
monitoring.
 
 
 What new applications can satellite data bring to the UK
market? 
 
 Surveying of forest land has historically been on a commissioned 
basis to survey one area paid for by the owner or a potential buyer.  
The data generally remains private and confidential to the paying 
client. Larger scale inventory is undertaken by a public authority such 
as the forestry commission to perform a national inventory every few 
years.  This leaves a gap in the industry where there is a demand for 
update information across wider areas at the county level looking at 
forest assets. Demand for this has come from areas such as the real 
estate industry who target properties on and off the market for clients 
and from infrastructure companies who have assets which cross
multiple property ownership boundaries.
 
 
 
How does this work with timber cruising and aerial
surveys? 
 
Cruise plots and aerial surveys are still very much a requirement for
precise measurements that meet certification and valuation
requirements. satellite data exists to support new types of area wide
decision making. With the introduction of this low cost,  near-real time,
area wide view of  multiple forest properties, satellite data is now a new
and additional source of information for the industry to use in
determining forest metrics at a macro level. Historically collected Cruise
plots and Aerial Surveys are key inputs to machine learning models
which will predict forest conditions, volumes and distributions. Local 
professionals can collect plot data that is ready for use in machine 
learning-based forest models and support the on-going optimisation
and  validation work. An unexpected derivative of this work is that it
 supports the selection of better and optimal plot locations for more 
efficient and effective surveys.
 
 
What are some of the challenges?
 
  Just like you cannot put crude oil into a car without refining it, you
cannot put unrefined data  into an information workflow. In its raw
form, satellite data is unusable  for measuring forest  inventory. This is
because 70% of the earth is covered by cloud on any given day (and
more often in Scotland) it needs to be refined into a clean, analysis
ready - usable form that  s phenology aware. From Big Data to Smart
Data  The role of geospatial companies like GSI is to transform satellite
measurements big data) taken over the period of a year or more into
usable data  where it is analysed using machine learning to provide
smart data on the forest metrics including species, volume, carbon and
condition.  
 
 
Why should UK  forest managers and woodland owners
invest in this technology ?  
 
This Technology works in partnership with more traditional stand
assessment methods. By using satellite data it opens forestry
information out to a Wider audience at a county or national level to
those who require it for maintenance, planning, matching real estate
with requirements on a national scale, investment opportunity and land
use analysis.
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The company has measured over 70 million acres of land in the
last 12 months across the globe for land owners, investors, forest
managers, real estate agents and the forest carbon market.
Having developed the system in North America, GSI is actively
partnering and collaborating with the UK forest industry to jointly
produce county wide and national forest intelligence maps.

Extend Timber Cruising county wide
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What is now possible at the county level?

About GSI 

The above map shows a plantation forest and yellow dots indicate cruise plots. The picture
on the right shows a wide area map extended by training on the cruise plots and applied to
current satellite data. Revealing the within-stand volume variations at a county wide level.  It
shows the widely varying growth and maturity across the area.


